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Matt Obermeier entered the mortgage business in 1999 and has 
studied almost every aspect of the industry. From calculating loan 
estimates, processing, post-closing and now originating, Matt has 
truly worked his way from the ground up.  The knowledge Matt 
gained over the past 18 years shines through while he is assisting his 
clients and guiding them into the products that make sense for them. 

Matt believes that nobody should have to make the biggest financial 
decision of their life without the guidance of someone who cares. 
He really enjoys educating his clients throughout the loan process 
to ensure that they are comfortable and understand all the options 
available to them.  In addition to standard purchase and refinance 
transactions, Matt can offer creative solutions to debt reduction and 
reconsolidation. He is able to assist his clients in creating a roadmap 
to best utilize their mortgage as a financial tool in the future.

Matt prefers face to face meetings to guarantee that the loan is going 
in the right direction from the beginning. His business is entirely 
referral based so ensuring that every one of his clients is happy is 
always his number one priority.

When he’s not working Matt enjoys spending time with his 3 kids and 
wife, Christina. A St. Louis native, Matt is an avid Cardinals fan and 
loves exploring the diverse restaurants our great city has to offer.

After spending some time working for a larger lender, Matt is happy 
to be working with F&B Financial Group. Between the in-house 
underwriting and direct funding, Matt greatly values the flexibility 
that F&B affords him and his clients. If you are wondering what your 
purchase or refinance options may be, give him a call today!
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